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2019  Summer 
series racing 

The 2019 Summer 
Series has now ended 
with  the  Big  Boats 
winner  being  Roger 
Pearce  (quite  easily) 
and the IOM winner 
being Nick Royce (on 
countback  f rom 
Roger Carter). 

The  trial  racing 
arrangements  with 

only one class on the 
water  at  a  time  was 
run  most  effectively 
and  seemed  to 
enhance  the 
enjoyment  of  all  the  
skippers.

T h e  Au t u m n 
Series  begins  on  3 
September.

NEWSLETTER

The last Trip/Outing was in May…. 
…..to Biggin Hill and the next one is still our an-
nual trip on the Thames Barge Alice on 4 Sep-
tember. This is now fully booked via the usual 
good offices of Peter Wallis. Book now for 2020! 
A full report on this (very) imminent trip will 
appear in the next Newsletter.
As ever, choosing the destinations for 
these most enjoyable trips is not the pri-
vate preserve of any one - so if you have an 
idea please pass it on and it will no doubt 
be made to happen.

Rodney Evans  
This edition is marked by the very sad news of the recent death of 
one of our keenest and most active members, Rod Evans. He had 
been ill for only quite a short time after returning from an overseas 
holiday in May and died in Chichester hospital on Tuesday 6 August 
2019. A memorial service is to be held shortly.
Rod joined the MYG in 2012 while still a 2.4 owner/sailor at the club 
and was both innovative and generous with his time in organising 
racing and participating in it with his 10 Rater, Marblehead and 
IOM yachts. He was also one of the main drivers in getting the new 
15 Metre classic yachts designed (especially, in his case, the rig), built 
and onto the water where they glide so beautifully across the lake.

He will be remembered with great affection by his many friends at 
the MYG (and elsewhere). We offer our sincere condolences to his 

widow, Marnie and his family. 
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Race Officers for the next few weeks 
Tuesday 3 Sept - Messrs Andrews & Brock
Tuesday 10 Sept - Messrs Baldey & Railton
Tuesday 17 Sept - Messrs R Pearce & Kirby
Tuesday 24 Sept - Messrs Carter & Coley
Tuesday 1 Oct - Messrs Hetem & Anderson
Tuesday 8 Oct - Messrs Brooks & Crew
Please check that you are able to do your 
RO Duty on the days shown and seek 
help if you cannot.

Message re Nick’s Knots from (guess who?) - 
Nick. 

The IOM Open Meeting at Frensham will be held 
on 11 September. If you have an IOM why not en-
ter? The previous events have been good fun, and 
widely  enjoyed.  If  you  do  not  want  to  enter,  any 
help in running the event would be appreciated. It 
would help if you could let Nick know if you can 
help - and if am or pm suits you best. Failing these 
options, why not come and spectate as there should 
be plenty of action to enjoy.

Our Welfare Officer (Peter Wallis) reports this time as follows: 
Firstly, Mark Greenwood is home again but is going into hospital for another back operation very 
shortly. We all wish him well.
Tony Dunn has also spent time going backwards and forwards to hospital for tests and more are still 
required.
Peter will endeavour to keep tabs on our members and keep us informed - without intruding on any-
one’s privacy of course. Apologies if anyone has been omitted.
Our best wishes to all who have been/are indisposed at present.

A space has appeared for this wonderful pic below of the J yacht, Velsheda. Members will note the 
proliferation of safety gear - lifejackets on every crew members, sturdy safety rails around the deck!
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Frensham SC Model Yacht Group - Honours Board 
The winner of each trophy in each year is shown below and if any errors are spotted please tell the Editor.

Spring 
Big 
boats

Summer 
Big 
boats

Au-
tumn 
Big 
boats

Frostbite 
Big boats

Spring 
IOMs

Summer 
IOMs

Autumn 
IOMs

Fropstbite 
IOMs

Broom-
stick 
Dragon 
trophy

2010 Ian 
Garner

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Ian Garner Roger 
Pearce

Colin Gilbert Ian Garner Keith Par-
rott

Not held

2011 Ian 
Garner

Peter 
Wallis

Roger 
Pearce

Ian Garner Roger 
Pearce

Peter Mitchell Graham 
Whitehead

Roger Pearce Not held

2012 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
White-
head

Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
Whitehead

Nick 
Royse

Roger Pearce Peter Mitchell Tim Nice Not held

2013 Roger 
Pearce

Ian 
Garner

Ian 
Garner

Ian Garner Tim Nice Peter Mitchell Mike Christie Nick Royse Not held

2014 Ian 
Garner

Graham 
White-
head

Roger 
Pearce

Paul Brooks Peter 
Mitchell

Roger Pearce Nick Royse Roger Pearce Richard 
Baldey

2015 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
White-
head

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Nick Royse Nick Royse Not held Peter 
Mitchell

2016 Roger 
Pearce

Rodney 
Evans

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Roger Pearce Nick Royse Not held Rodney 
Evans

2017 Nick 
Royse

Peter 
Mitchell

Ian 
Garner

Roger Pearce Mike 
Christie

Nick Royse Barry White Barry White John 
Sturgeon

2018 Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Chris 
Pearce

Roger Pearce John Haine Roger 
Pearce

2019 Geoff 
Wat-
chorn

Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Paul 
Brooks

There are no entries above for the RG65 fleet but Dragons continue to show their popu-
larity along the West Bank. We generally see 7-10 boats on the water each week - from a 
total possible of 16.
Our last outing in mid-August saw the start of a revised way of running the Dragon Series 
races. Every Tuesday we now run just three races at 11am - aggregating results across the 
season. Discards will allow skippers to be sick/away/playing with other Series boats - all 
very fair we hope.We are now allowing A+ rigs for those who feel the need for a boost of 
power!
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Astronomy – Occasional Jottings 3 
How far are the stars (Part 2) 
Previously we looked at how parallax only works for stellar distances up to 300 light years (300ly) so a different 
method is needed to go further. “Standard Candles” came to the rescue. Historically standard candles were made 
of a specific wax and weight that burned at a precise rate.  At the time it was the best method for comparing the 
brightness of oil lamps and gas lamps, and for measuring luminance generally.  In the 1920s wax candles gave way 
to precision electric lamps which were more reproducible and could cover a much wider range of light intensity.
Early astronomers had noted that while most stars shine with constant brightness a proportion have varying 
light output. Imaginatively these are referred to as ‘Variable Stars’ and their brightness typically changes over pe-
riods ranging from a few days to a few weeks. Stars can vary in brightness for several reasons but for one class 
called Cepheids it happens because the stars literally breathe in and out, swelling up and shrinking down with 
clock-like precision.  Furthermore, it turns out that there is a fixed relationship between a Cepheid’s absolute 
brightness and its periodicity.  This relationship was calibrated by measuring the absolute distance to a number 
of Cepheids that are closer than 300ly from us by using the parallax method.
Putting all this together was a huge breakthrough because it meant that for the first time an astronomer could 
monitor a hugely distant variable star, measure its periodicity (which tells you its absolute or “true” brightness) 
and assess its apparent brightness (how it looks to you). Then, using the inverse square law they could calculate 
how far away it is.  Effectively,  each Cepheid Variable becomes a ‘Standard Candle’,  pulsing gently away and 
telling us how far away it is in the process.
Over many months Edwin Hubble observed one such Cepheid in the Andromeda Galaxy and came to conclu-
sion that Andromeda is around 2 million light years away. His work revolutionised our views on the size of the 
Universe and laid the ground for us to know how fast the Universe is expanding. No wonder the Space Telescope 
was named after him. Of course, 2m ly is an unimaginable distance but, on a clear night, Andromeda is just visi-
ble to the naked eye, the furthest object that a human can see. Do look out for it, not far from the ‘W’ of Cas-
siopeia, as it’s something to marvel at.
How to make things stick
Finally, an anecdote prompted by an article about the development of space rockets that may be useful to anyone 
who uses 2-part epoxies for boat building or DIY. Users are told to “Mix well before use” but the question is how 
much mixing should be done?
Scientists making up 30kg batches of early experimental fuels found their results were much more variable than 
expected, even allowing for the unstable materials they were testing. They discovered that part of the problem 
was insufficient mixing of the batches. They discovered it took over an hour for 30kg to become sufficiently 
mixed and homogenous to reduce the erratic burning.
And in the 1970s I was involved in research that needed samples to be embedded in 2-part resin but, like the 
rocket scientists, we found our results were highly variable.  Small test batches were vigorously mixed for various 
lengths of time before curing overnight. We found that at least 10 minutes mixing was needed before a consis-
tent hardness and bond strength was obtained.  
The moral is that proper mixing takes a surprisingly long time. For day-to-day DIY tasks it may not matter all 
that much but, for a key component on a boat’s rig for example, bond strength might be critical. Given how 
quickly 5-minute epoxy will starts to go off – reducing mixing time - it might not be the best choice for some-
thing really important.  Maybe gluing is rocket science after all.

Andy Andrews, August 2019
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Beekeeping jottings - from our resident expert John Davies. 
Surprising though it may seem, the beekeeping season is all but over by the end of September.  Bees that 
hatch from this time on are the ones that will see a colony through to spring in 2020.  The normal life-
span of a bee in the summer months is about 6 weeks, but ‘winter’ bees will have to survive for a number 
of months. The biology of these bees is subtly different to cope with the  conditions.

After a slow and challenging start with the changeable weather in spring and early summer the bees got 
busy from June.  As the size of a colony increases and the bees look for more space to store pollen and 
nectar, a beekeeper is kept busy making hive boxes and frames.  The bees need their honey to give them 
the best chance of making it through the winter.  Honey or honey comb is always a happy treat if there 
is a surplus.  Honey comb is more expensive but has an added benefit in that it can be bought now and 
stored in the freezer for use during the winter. 

Not enough space in a hive is a sure way to motivate a colony to think in terms of swarming. Growing 
colonies always look to swarm.  There are now twice as many colonies in the garden.  Some of the new 
colonies and their queen bee will be going to people starting beekeeping or wanting to increase their 
stock.  Not all seasons end this well and for some beekeepers in the Godalming area there has been a 
significant outbreak of European Foul Brood, which means that a number of colonies will have been de-
stroyed.

With thoughts of cooler days, this beekeeper will be turning his attention from woodwork on hives to 
woodwork on a model Thames Barge and grasping the basics of yacht (barge) design - with the help of 
some mentors and perhaps that book by Skene.  Perhaps as the evenings draw in you may go to a pub 
quiz and be the only one to answer the question, “what has 6 legs, 5 eyes and 4 wings” - a honey bee - you 
could helpfully explain, with that practiced Gallic shrug, ‘(model) yacht group’ (Ed: a private beekeeper’s 
joke!)
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MYG use of FPSC Website 
Jon Maslin has arranged with the main club that we can insert a link to a library of interesting 
MYG pics/photos etc. in the News section of the MYG pages on the FPSC website.
This will be populated by some of Tony Schlaeppi’s finest and by many others too - so if you 
have any interesting pics of Radio yachts, please use this link as described by Jon Maslin in 
his recent email to all. Now, expecting that most if not all MYG members will have forgotten 
where this email is now, here it is………….

Over the years many photos have been taken of the Model Yacht Group’s boats and other group ac-
tivities. Some of them have appeared on the newsletter and on the website, but some of us felt that 
it would be useful to make many more available.

We have done the first stage as a test to assess the procedure and to check members' reactions. Tony 
Schlaeppi has uploaded a lot of his photos and for the sake of simplicity we have made a folder for 
each event. We are using Google Drive (it's free until we get over their limit), so here is a link to it:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13r8bcOmDOHpmSc-s9KNsxKnF4yqJXsd1?usp=sharing

This link limits access to members of the group and gives viewing rights only. Links can also be pro-
vided to individual folders and pictures with full editing rights to add descriptions and comments on 
specific locations in the picture. Photos can be made public and can be downloaded. 
Also welcomed are your own photos, videos or other files. The process requires a password, so con-
tact me for details. Alternatively, send them to me. 
Please let me or Paul Brooks know if you have any comments.
Jon

This is taken at the latest Ten 
Hour event at Frensham and it 
looks as if the Schlaeppi-driven 
Ten Rater has caused the cap-
size - but of course it did not!
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Boats for Sale 
Tony Schlaeppi has sold his Bantock designed and built Red Wine, which turned out to be a Tonic! - 
but now he is selling his Bentley 10 Rater (pics below). It comes with three suits of sails by House Mar-
tin and sports a fairly new and expensive fast winch from PJ Sails. Offers around £600 are sought. 
As many members will know, the Bentley has as good a name in RC yacht circles as the automotive 
version has among car enthusiasts and this one is a splendid example.

Finally, below, a pic of three of 
the 15M fleet in Petworth Park 
at their Fete in 2018 - they are 

not for sale!


